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06 November 2018

As led by Miss Lee:

In relation to: Teacher Scholarships (P65)

Ms Fitzgerald: So there were 26 applications, and 16 scholarships were awarded.

Ms Lee: And what was the criteria for it?

Ms Fitzgerald: I would need to take that on notice.

Ms Yvette Berry: The answer to the Member's questions are as follows:

ACT Teacher Scholarships are awarded to teachers and school leaders based on a competitive, merit-based selection process. The ACT Teacher Scholarships Program Selection Committee (the Committee) is comprised of a representative from the Directorate and two representatives from the ACT Principal’s Association.

The Committee assess scholarship applications using a selection matrix which covers six criteria including alignment of course of study with Directorate system priorities for the year of application; quality of supporting statement; commitment to sharing professional learning and the principal/senior manager endorsement response. Applicants are encouraged to refer to the Directorate's strategic plan to assist with their applications.